
Staff Comment #1: Compliance certificate box should be revised for consistency with Section C103.1.1 of 
the 6th Edition (2017) Florida Building Code, Energy Conservation 

Field for Signature of Reviewer

Response #1: There is space for name, 
signature, title, registration number, 
etc. for reviewer as shown in Figure 1 
that is on the ECB Compliance Report 
from IESVE 2018.

Field for title, licensure, etc.

Space for 
additional 
notes, 
licensure, 
stamp, etc. 

Figure 1: The IESVE auto-generated ECB Report

This document responds to the comments presented by Mo Madini and Staff from Florida Department of Business and Professional 
Regulation on the online document: www.floridabuilding.org/fbc/commission/FBC_1018/Energy_Tac/Staff-Comments.pdf .
The IESVE team thanks Mo and Staff for the comments (in black text), and encourage the interested parties to view the following 
responses (in green text).

http://www.floridabuilding.org/fbc/commission/FBC_1018/Energy_Tac/Staff-Comments.pdf


Staff Comment #2: Compliance report should be revised to provide for specific documentation of the proposed 
building design energy measures for the applicable building systems (building Envelope, Lighting, HVAC, Service 
Water Heating…etc.)

Staff Comment #3: Compliance report should document compliance with the mandatory requirements of 
Section 11; Energy cost Budget Method of ASHRAE 90.1 – 13.  

Response to Comment #2 and #3: The 
auto-generated ECB Checklist Report 
has three sections that show the 
inputs of the proposed versus ECB 
Budget (Baseline). The first section 
shown in Figure 2 is the Envelope; the 
section in Figure 3 is the Model Input; 
the last section in Figure 4 is HVAC.

Figure 2: Auto-generated ECB Checklist Report from IESVE 2018 (Envelope)



Figure 3: Auto-generated ECB Checklist Report from IESVE 2018 (Model Input)



Figure 4: Auto-generated ECB Checklist Report from IESVE 2018 (HVAC)



Staff Comment #3: Compliance report should document compliance with the mandatory requirements of Section 11; 
Energy cost Budget Method of ASHRAE 90.1 – 13.  

Response #3 Part 2: The auto-generated ECB Report is based on the layout and requirements prescribed by ASHRAE 
and the example compliance form on the ASHRAE website, https://xp20.ashrae.org/UM90.1-2013/ECB-Method-
Compliance-Form-2013.pdf as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Example report from ASHRAE Website and Auto-generated ECB report from IESVE 2018

https://xp20.ashrae.org/UM90.1-2013/ECB-Method-Compliance-Form-2013.pdf


Staff Comment #4: Baseline energy measures should be locked and users should not be allowed to edit them.

Response #4 Part 1: Baseline energy measures for the ECB Budget Building should not be locked, as per the 2017 
Florida Building Code - Energy [see https://codes.iccsafe.org/public/document/FEC2017/chapter-4-ce-
commercial-energy-efficiency] Section C407.6. Note that the 2017 Florida Building Code - Energy (8 
requirements) removed this requirement from the previous 2014 Florida Energy Code (9 requirements). Please 
see Figure 6 below for reference. 

Figure 6: The 2014 and 2017 Florida Energy Code, Chapter 4 [CE]COMMERCIAL ENERGY EFFICIENCY 

https://codes.iccsafe.org/public/document/FEC2017/chapter-4-ce-commercial-energy-efficiency


Staff Comment #4: Baseline energy measures should be locked and users should not be allowed to edit them.

RESPONSE #4 Part 2: In addition, ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2013 ECB Method does also not require any baseline 
energy measures to be locked. 

Finally, many jurisdictions will require the baseline/budget/standard building’s coil sizes and airflows to be 
increased in the event of excessive unmet load hours. It is important to note that the Unmet Load Hour check 
safeguards any equipment from being undersized in proposed and baseline/budget buildings. For example, see 
Figure 7 for California’s State Energy Code recommendations for this scenario on the baseline (Standard) model:

Figure 7: California Energy Code Recommendation for Removing Unmet Load Hours


